
                    

BOXBALL-HITCH is a unique and patent pending drawbar adapter that allows towed 
equipment/ trailers with a eyelet connecting point to be towed by a  vehicle with a  
standard ball lug connector. 
 
The Boxball-Hitch “transition hitch/ adapter” includes 3 eyelet reducing top-hat bushes 

for different sized  eyelets. When inverted into the drawbar eyelet reduces the size of the 

eyelet on the towed equipment to  minimise both vertical and lateral movement when 

attached within the box jaw via the connecting pin and secured by the side thumb screws 

extending the drawbar on the towed equipment with a standard ball hitch connector. 

PROBLEM 

Have you ever been in the situation where  you have gone 

to pick up a piece of equipment or a trailer only to find out 

on arrival that the equipment or trailer has a drawbar with 

an eyelet connecting point whereas your vehicle only has a 

ball lug  connector . 

Me Too  

Although you may be able to fit the draw-bar eye-let over 

the ball lug on the vehicle you intend to tow with this would 

be illegal when towing on a public highway. 

Not only could you lose the towed appliance when your 

travelling  over uneven or potholed roads  you could also 

find yourself with a hefty fine and penalty point on your  

licence?  

Worse still should the towed equipment come loose and 

cause an accident to other road users you could find your-

self facing a driving ban and a lengthy prison sentence.        

“Is it worth it”. 

You would probably have to abandon the proposed towing  

at considerable inconvenience/ expense and make further 

arrangements  for either delivery or re-collection . 

 Solution 

Boxball Hitch road legal and easily fitted with no tools           

required and carried in the boot of your vehicle as a towing 

accessory for such situations/ emergencies     



 

  

Why the development of the Boxball-Hitch 

During the Autumn of 2016 I was undertaking some building and repair works at the  stables 

where we keep our horses, and had arranged for a couple of friends to help me with the 

works which   required the breaking up of a section of concrete yard. 

The above works were planned to take place over a weekend where I had made the             

arrangements with my friends to turn up at the stables and stated that I would pick up a 

compressor and breakers from the local plant hire yard to enable them to undertake the 

works. 

After I hired the compressor and breakers from plant hire company I went with my own car 

to pick these up?  

Only to find when I got there that the drawbar on the compressor had an eyelet connecting 

point rather than a ball hitch which was required to attach to the ball lug on my car, these 

being generally towed by a vehicle with a jaw and pin towing arrangement. 

With no way of transporting the compressor legally I had to cancel the hire and rearrange 

this to be delivered the following weekend.  Not only had I lost the opportunity to undertake 

the planned work?  I also had to cover the costs of delivery and collection the following 

week along with payment to the guys I had arranged to help me. 

Not a good start to the weekend all what I had planned now had to be rearranged for the 

following weekend where hopefully the weather would hold out. Not only had I had an 

aborted trip into town but the planned works had now doubled in costs due to the            

rescheduling of the work 



  

Reasoning 

That evening whilst contemplating how all my 

planned work for the weekend had come to 

nothing? I wondered how many other people 

this could have happened too in the past and 

more so in the future.   

Not only with picking up items of plant for the 

DIY odd jobber but also for farmers and people 

wanting to pick up items of agricultural        

machinery or trailers etc. 



  

Development      

Coming from an engineering background my initial thoughts were if I 

could develop an attachment with a ball hitch connector that could be 

attached to the eyelet connecting point on the equipment drawbar I 

could crack the problem.   

After mulling this over for a few day and undertaking a lot of research on 

the internet looking for ways or adapters of which I found “none” that 

didn’t need to make mechanical alterations to the vehicles towing ar-

rangements via fitting of a dual jaw/ball lug. 

Initial prototype above and connected to the ball lug of my car  

 

Trials 

I developed the Boxball-Hitch “transition hitch adapter” over the      

following weeks and designed a prototype left  which I had fabricated  

at local engineering company.   

After trying out the hitch adapter on numerous items of plant including 

trailers, compressors, water bowsers and towed rollers, tweaks were 

made here and there and components parts sourced with the finished 

product now ready for mass production and sales as above. 



  

Benefits 

The Boxball-Hitch is a patent pending and protected transition hitch 

adapter. The hitch adapter is easily attached to the eyelet connecting 

point on any towed equipment or trailers extending the drawbar with  a 

ball hitch connector enabling the towed equipment or trailer to be 

towed safely by a vehicle with a towing ball lug. 

The Boxball-Hitch comes supplied with three different sized top hat 

bushes which cover the majority of eyelet connection points. Simply 

select the top-hat bush most suited to the size of the eyelet connecting 

point insert inverted to the eyelet and connect the hitch adapter using 

the connection pin tighten the locking thumb screws to lock the adapter 

in place and you’re ready to go.  No tools required? 

Once connected using the correct fitting top-hat bush the hitch adapter 

becomes a sturdy extension to the equipment drawbar with the benefit 

of a ball hitch connector allowing this to be towed by a vehicle with a 

standard ball lug. 

Vehicle emergency kit  

We all carry emergency kits within our vehicle such as spare 

wheel, jack and wheel wrench, towing eye to attach to the 

front of your vehicle should we break down or get a        

puncture. 

If you’re a person who regularly or occasionally tows a      

caravan trailer or any other equipment etc. than you too 

would benefit from carrying the Boxball-Hitch within your 

vehicle as part of your vehicle’s emergency kit 

The Boxball hitch come with its own carry bag which contains 

3 eyelet reducing top-hat bushes a connection pin and spring 

pin lock, addition bush spacers along with a depth gage and 

fitting chart which easily explains via illustration how to fit. 



  

 

 

Released for sale March 2018  

Should you wish to reserve a Boxball hitch from 

our initial stock than please contact our sales 

office at Boxball- Hitch Whitby Products Ltd or 

look out for our release date announcement 

where you will be able to obtain from a number 

of retail outlets including Amazon and from     

ourselves direct.  


